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The Electro-Voice PL series of vocal
and instrument microphones
by Peter Ludl

In the current PL series, the well-known manufacturer Electro-Voice is bringing to
the market a series of microphones reminiscent of the legendary PL microphones
of the 1970s; but whilst at that time the letters ‘PL’ stood for ‘Pro Line’, in the new
millennium they stand for ‘Professional Live’ – from which their intended area of
application is easily inferred. The series comprises four models for capturing vocals
and three specialized instrument microphones. What all have in common is the
robust construction demanded by use ‘on the road’, as well as Memraflex baskets –
another familiar feature from the 70s. In presenting these new transducers from the
American manufacturer EV, I propose to treat the two groups separately, beginning with the vocal microphones.
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We are family

The PL-35 is easily fastened
to the rim of the drum

Three of the models, PL-24, PL-44
and PL-80c, are dynamic microphones with neodymium magnets
and supercardioid pickup patterns,
whereas the PL-84 is a condenser
microphone with a cardioid response. The supercardioid pickup
pattern of the three dynamic microphones is useful in rejecting
sound coming from the rear in
noisy environments such as stages
during live performances. The
ideal place to position floor monitors on stage is 120° off axis, where
the degree of attenuation is greatest. The capsules of the vocal microphones are swathed in soft
rubber, which has the effect of
drastically reducing handling noise
during live performance. This also
acts as a barrier to any solid-borne
sound conducted by the microphone stand. As well as an internal
pop-filter (to reduce the impact of
plosive consonants), there’s a second layer of foam to protect the
capsule from moisture when sung
or spoken into.

the time being, we will put aside
the PL-84. After all, I have no wish
to compare apples and oranges.
The test group will, however, include the PL-80c, which also
comes in anthracite as the PL-80a.
To look at, the PL-80c is highly
reminiscent of the legendary PL-80
that created a real sensation in the
1980s. This classic from what was
then the Pro Line was, in the view
of many users, the undisputed
Number One at the time among
vocal microphones and sold (as
Electro-Voice puts it) ‘like hot
cakes’.
For the vocal tests, I set the tone
controls of the mixing console to

neutral and sing directly into the
capsule so as to discover the basic
sound of the microphone when
making use of the proximity effect
(which boosts the bass to a noticeable extent). In the data sheet supplied with the PL-24 and PL-80c,
the frequency range is given as 80
Hz to 16 kHz – and this from an
entry-level model with a very balanced frequency response evincing
in the area between 100 and 300
Hz a highly respectable lift when
the proximity effect comes into
play. In the higher frequency
range, there are no particular areas
of emphasis to report. With the
PL-44 and PL-80c, which are offered at 90 and 140 euros respec-

Entry into the PL series
In the PL-24 or PL-24S, the version with an On/Off switch, Electro-Voice is offering an economical
entry-level model at around 70 to
80 euros. As is the case with all the
microphones in the PL series, the
microphone is supplied with a protective bag along with the requisite
microphone clamp. The almost
round microphone basket of finemeshed steel wickerwork in a gold
shimmering color has a solid feel
to it and gives the entry-level PL a
very elegant look. The PL-24 has
the same robust, matt black shaft
as its siblings, the PL-44 and PL84. As a result, the PL-24 sits beautifully in the hand. Incidentally,
the only optical difference between
the three PL models is to be found
in the different styling of their baskets.

Dynamic trio
Styling counts for something, but
people generally base their choice
of microphones upon acoustic considerations, so let's take our three
test candidates to the rehearsal
room where we I will discover what
the difference is between them. For

Interesting entry-level options: in the PL-24 (left) and PL-24S
(the version with an On/Off switch), Electro-Voice is offering an
economical model retailing for between 70 and 80 euros.
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tively, it is a different story. Admittedly there is a similarly intense
boosting of the bass in the 100-300
Hz range, but in addition there is
a clear emphasis on the frequencies between 3 and 6 kHz in the
case of the PL-44 and a slightly less
pronounced lifting of the frequencies between 3 and 7 kHz in that of
the PL-80c.

sounds, in comparison with the
other two microphones, a touch
duller in the treble, though here,
of course, you have to take into account the fact that we are using no
equalization. In my view, the PL-24
is a sensible all-round microphone
at an attractive entry-level price. In
comparison, though, the PL-44
sounds markedly clear and brilliant. In terms of reproduction deIn the aural test, the technical tail, this is a microphone which,
specifications in the supplied data whilst still costing less than 100
sheet play out as follows: the PL-24 euros, stands comparison with
considerably more expensive microphones. The contouring of the
upper midrange and treble between 3 and 6 kHz produces a
transparent sonic image with good
intelligibility, which can give the
vocals penetration and presence in
the overall sound. Unlike the PL24 and PL-80c, the frequency
range of the PL-44 has greater upwards extension and runs from 80
Hz to 18 kHz. On the other hand,
its proximity effect is a touch less
PL-24
pronounced than that of the PL80c. I would recommend the PL-44
to those with a marked bass component in their voices (singers in
blues/rock bands, for example) and

whose voices can take a slight attenuation in the bass, which tends
to benefit the overall sound of the
band. Incidentally: the high sound
pressure components in the lower
frequency range of all the microphones lie above the area where a
low-cut (footfall) or high-pass filter comes into play (usually at 70
or 80 Hz).
The new edition of the PL-80 is by
no means stingy, delivering pronounced basses and decent signal
levels. In head-to-head comparisons, it seems almost as if someone had given its fader a gentle
shove. In vocal applications, the
PL-80c works like a turbo charger
that, with its subtly differentiated
sonic image and contoured basses,
gives the vocals extra thrust. This
micro offers every vocalist the penetration they need. In critical live
performance situations, the PL80c gives the performer as well as
the FOH man added security because the susceptibility of this visually attractive microphone to
feedback is agreeably low.
The fourth member of the family
Apart from a more angular basket,

PL-44

PL-80a

PL-84
The frequency response of the individual vocal microphones provided
by the manufacturer
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Recordings made in the rehearsal room – these recordings are influenced both by the
characteristics of the loudspeakers used and by the room acoustics; for this reason, their
value lies more in the comparison they provide of the various microphones' performance
in an everyday rehearsal room situation, evaluated using the analytical software ARTA.
One general observation to be made in connection with the frequency responses shown
here is this: with ‘pink noise’, the level of the higher frequencies is always decreasing
and falls away at a rate of 3 dB per octave.

the PL-84, which retails for 120
euros, is optically identical to its
siblings, the PL-24 and PL-44; but
inside, the technology is completely different. Here we are dealing with a condenser microphone
that is also available with an On/Off
switch as the PL-84S (125 euros)
and which draws the 48 volts it
needs from the mixing console via
the microphone cable. The capsule
of the PL-84 is only half the size of
those of its dynamic colleagues,
which according to the manufacturer results in a better transient
response and which does indeed
translate into more detailed reproduction – especially in the high
frequency range. Electro-Voice
gives its frequency range as 50 Hz
to 20 kHz, the only remarkable feature of the frequency response
being its emphasis of the frequencies between 6 and 9 kHz. Every
nuance is captured faithfully: in
quiet passages, the intimacy is
such that even the quality of the
performer’s breathing technique is
discernible; lyrics and the spoken
word benefit from the high level of
intelligibility; the highs are silky;
but nothing is lost either of the
stentorian thunder of a loud, dramatic or aggressive delivery; whatever the material, listening to this
microphone is a real experience!
Anyone wanting every detail of
their performance to count should
listen to this microphone. Here,
too, the cardioid polar pattern offers protection against the dreaded
feedback.

phones' performance in an everyday rehearsal room situation. The
data was evaluated using the analytical software ARTA.
As is clear from the graph, the
proximity effect in the neighborhood of 150 Hz is most pronounced with the PL-80c (green
curve). This corroborates the information obtained from the frequency response curve provided by
the manufacturer (+12 dB). Judging by the rehearsal room recordings, the condenser microphone
PL-84 (black curve) would appear
to offer more of a boost in the bass
region between 35 Hz and 50 Hz,
but this rather striking result is of
course attributable to room reflections rather than any properties of
the microphone itself. What is
most noticeable with this microphone is the lift beginning at 6 kHz
and continuing well beyond 10
kHz. The slightly weaker bass response of the PL-44 (blue curve)
compared to that of the PL-24 and
PL-80c is also clearly discernible.
One general observation to be
made in connection with the frequency responses shown here is
this: with ‘pink noise’ the level of
the higher frequencies decreases
steadily, which explains the ‘falling
away’ at the right-hand end of the
curve.

Comparison between the dynamic
capsule of the PL44 and the PL-84
condenser.

The story continues…

The second part of my family history is devoted to the new specialists: the PL-33, PL-35 and PL-37
for the recording of drums, percussion and other acoustic instruRecording
After the subjective aural impres- ments.
sion and prior to the final judgment, I conducted a test recording PL-33
using the four vocal microphones. The main area of application for
This turned up further informa- the dynamic PL-33, which costs
tion. For this purpose, I sent ‘pink just under 100 euros, is the capnoise’ to my near-field monitors. turing of bass drums. With its frerange
The microphones were then set up quency
tailored
to
one after the other in exactly the low-pitched instruments from 20
same position in front of the mon- Hz to 10 kHz, the PL-33 is also
itors and their signals recorded highly suitable for the capture of
using the reference sound card ESI floor toms, bass cabinets and douJuli@ (24 Bit / 192 kHz) as wav ble basses. The supercardioid capfiles in Wavelab 5.01b. Of course, sule is level-proof, being capable of
in all such tests the loudspeakers withstanding very high sound
used and the acoustics of the room pressure levels. Well protected
play a part, so the object here was against wind noise, it sits behind a
simply to compare the micro- basket with a diameter of around

The large distance separating the dynamic
capsule and the Memraflex basket

60 mm and a depth of around 50
mm. Electro-Voice supplies an
adaptor to attach it to the stand. A
rotating joint allows you to swivel
the PL-33 in any direction on the
boom. This makes it possible to position the microphone inside the
bass drum very close to the batter
head in order to bring out the impact of the beater. The PL-33 delivers a tight, modern kick-drum
sound with crisp bass tones (quite
different from that of the AKG D112, for example). Although de-
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signed for live applications, I can
see this microphone proving a useful auxiliary in recording studios as
well.

PL-35
The snare and tom micro in the PL
series costs just under 90 euros
and is called the PL-35. It, too, is
equipped with a dynamic supercardioid capsule. Its frequency range
runs from 50 Hz to 16 kHz. This allows it to cover nicely the entire
sonic image of a snare drum, since
the spectrum of the snare itself –
especially that of a high-pitched
piccolo snare that is only slightly
damped – extends way beyond 10
kHz. Due to the cramped location
at the drum set and also for aesthetic reasons, the microphones
used to capture these instruments
are generally attached to the rim of
the drum. This saves a great deal of
space and money, as it means fewer
stands are needed. EV kindly sup-

The PL-35 snare
and tom mike

plies the clamp along with the microphone. Thanks to the compact
dimensions of the PL-35 and the
clamp, it is easy to position the microphone at the edge of the batter
head, with the choice of levels and
freedom to aim the capsule making
possible the prior adjustment of
the sound to the style of the music,
the type of skin being used and the
playing technique of the performer. The mount ensures that
the microphone cable runs close to
the edge of the drum, which is
practical. Another special feature is
that the shaft of the XLR connector is slightly angled to optimize
the running of the cable as the microphone is generally tilted downwards.

PL-37
Higher still in the sound spectrum
come the smaller hi-hats (13
inches), cymbals (the dome) and
the thin crash cymbals (16 inches

Manufacturer: Electro-Voice
PL-24 / PL-24S
Transducer principle: dynamic
Frequency range: 80 Hz – 16 kHz
Polar pattern: supercardioid
Related impedance: 600 Ω
Weight: 294 g
List price: 79 euros
Selling price: 69 euros

PL-33
Transducer principle: dynamic
Frequency range: 20 Hz – 10 kHz
Polar pattern: supercardioid
Related impedance: 150 Ω
Weight: 364 g
Catalogue price: 119 euros
Selling price: 99 euros

PL-44
Transducer principle: dynamic
Frequency range: 80 Hz – 18 kHz
Polar pattern: supercardioid
Related impedance: 600 Ω
Weight: 282 g
List price: 99 euros
Selling price: 89 euros

PL-35
Transducer principle: dynamic
Frequency range: 50 Hz – 16 kHz
Polar pattern: supercardioid
Related impedance: 600 Ω
Weight: 236 g
Catalogue price: 99 euros
Selling price: 89 euros

PL-80c / PL-80a
Transducer principle: dynamic
Frequency range: 80 Hz – 16 kHz
Polar pattern: supercardioid
Related impedance: 600 Ω
Weight: 333 g
Catalogue price: 159 euros
Selling price: 139 euros

PL-37
Transducer principle: condenser
Frequency range: 50 Hz – 16 kHz
Polar pattern: cardioid
Related impedance: 200 Ω
Dynamic range: 107 dB
Weight: 176 g
Catalogue price: 99 euros
Selling price: 89 euros

PL-84 / PL-84S
Transducer principle: condenser
Frequency range: 50 Hz – 20 kHz
Polar pattern: cardioid
Related impedance: 200 Ω
Dynamic range: 115 dB
Weight: 261 g
Catalogue price: 129 euros
Selling price: 119 euros
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The Facts

The PL-84 is a condenser
microphone also available
as the PL-84S (125 euros)
with an On/Off switch

With its frequency response tailored to
deep-sounding instruments from 20 Hz
to 10 kHz, the PL-33 is ideally suited to
the capture of bass drums, voluminous
floor toms, bass bins (i.e. subwoofers)
and double-basses

Back to the future
The success story of Electro-Voice PL
microphones began in the late seventies. With the Pro Line microphone series, a new type of transducer, in the
development of which the views of musicians and sound engineers had been
sought and listened to, took the world’s
stages by storm. Whether it was the
sound, the components or the design,
in each case, the goal of the developers
was to satisfy at the same time the
tough demands of day-to-day use on
stage and the exacting demands in
terms of quality of the recording studio.
Of the history of the PL microphone series, Rick Belt, Manager of EV Wired Microphones, had this to say: “The RE
series was already well established as
the studio and industry standard when
the marketing idea for a new microphone series was born. It had simply
become apparent that the RE microphones, which had originally been developed for professional studios, also
cut an excellent ﬁgure on stage. For this
reason, the ﬁrst models in the PL series
were simply tried and tested models
being marketed under another name:
the RE-20, RE-11 and 635A were structurally identical to, and differed only in
color from, the PL-20, PL-11 and PL-5
(identical to the 635A). Later models,
however, were totally new and developed specially for the PL series.”
In an Electro-Voice catalogue from the
year 1986, the range of Pro Line microphones already included 14 different
models. All PL microphones had one
thing in common. Regardless of their
speciﬁc acoustic characteristics, which
varied depending upon the capsule

and smaller). The small diaphragm
area of the PL-37 small-diaphragm
condenser microphone allows it to
react with great rapidity to impulses and reproduce the treble in
great detail and with great fidelity.
The manufacturer gives the frequency range of this microphone
with its cardioid polar pattern as
extending from 30 Hz to 16 kHz (at
132 dB SPL). Like all microphones

used, they were remarkably robust.
They also featured the Memraﬂex grill,
a resilient basket made from spring
steel wire, an aluminum die-cast shaft,
a shock-isolated cable mount and a pop
ﬁlter. The vocal microphones in the Pro
Line series were delivered in a dual
color ﬁnish to set them apart visually
from the anthracite instrument microphones.
Even at that time, it was possible as
early as the planning stage, thanks to
computer-supported production methods, to determine the exact sound of
the microphone in advance. So the PL80 became a microphone with characteristics otherwise only found in
microphones of the top ﬂight, since
high-quality condenser microphones
had always previously been reserved
exclusively for professional studio use.
As Electro-Voice began to develop a
condenser microphone series, the engineers placed great importance not
only to the sonic characteristics but
also to robust mechanical quality,
which had until then only been found
in dynamic microphones. Through the
use of a new type of electret capsule
and ampliﬁer elements the current
consumption was also reduced. Prominent mikes from this period were the
models PL-76B, PL-77B and PL-78. Two
of the microphones, the PL-76B and PL77B, could even be run on normal batteries whilst the PL-78 required
phantom power.

Almost 30 years of
microphone history
but still evergreens:
the Electro-Voice PL-5
and PL-20 (also
known as RE-20)

ket. Even today, you often come across
the most popular dynamic models of
that time. The PL-20 features in the inventory of many recording studios. This
evergreen is still available in the shape
of the RE-20. A special feature of this
dynamic cardioid is that it is constructed in such a way as to exhibit no
proximity effect. It offers a very ﬂat frequency response over a very wide
range and is used for capturing bass
drums as well as wind instruments. The
635 A/B achieved comparable popularity as a live microphone. Its double, the
PL-5, enjoyed a great deal of success in
the Eighties as an omnidirectional dynamic microphone for instrumental
solos. Impervious to sound pressure
The BK-1 electret condenser micro- peaks and indeed distortion-free, acphone (a vocal microphone with a car- cording to the manufacturer, up to 160
dioid polar pattern) immediately joined dB, the PL-5 became a permanent ﬁxthe ranks of the elite on the world mar- ture on international stages.

of its type, it needs to be supplied
with phantom power from the
mixer. Electro-Voice supplies this
condenser microphone with a rubber-cushioned mount.
The sound is crisp and clear with a
clean transmission of the finer details. A pleasure to work with, the
PL-37 is also well suited to the capturing of other acoustic instru-

ments such as guitars, flutes or pianos.

Recording
The red curve of the PL-33 shows
the effectiveness of the transducer
when transmitting low frequencies. The hump between 3 and 6
kHz can also be seen clearly – this
allows it to bring out the kick of
the bass drum beater. In contrast,
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PL-33

PL-35

Recordings made in the rehearsal room – these recordings are influenced both by the characteristics of the loudspeakers used and by the room acoustics; for this reason, they are
only useful for the comparison they offer (PL-33 red, PL-35 blue, PL-37 black) of performance in an everyday rehearsal room situation. The data was evaluated using the analytical
software ARTA. One general observation to be made in connection with the frequency responses shown here is this: with ‘pink noise’, the level of the higher frequencies is always
decreasing and falls away at a rate of 3 dB per octave.

Summing up
PL-37
The frequency response of models PL-33, PL-35 and PL-37 provided by
the manufacturer

Pros & Cons
+ attractive price-performance
ratio
+ pleasant design
+ good finish and production
quality
+ in test, convincing sound
characteristics
+ supplied with accessories
+ practical drum kit sets available
www.electrovoice.com

of all three instrument microphones it is the PL-37 (black
curve) that provides the strongest
emphasis of the higher frequencies
(+5 dB between 7 and 10 kHz).
Such is the sensitivity of the microphone's response that for the
test recording using the PL-37 I
had to turn down the Gain on the
mixer a long way. The blue curve
of the PL-35 is really flat, though
there is a slight kink between 2 and
5 kHz.

The new Electro-Voice PL series is
designed for live performance and
thanks to its attractive price-performance ratio is within the reach
even of beginners with limited
budgets. Useful details, such as the
angled connection on the PL-35
and the different tuning of the
models for vocal applications, show
that engineers have worked handin-hand with practitioners in the
development of the PL series. Each
voice is individual, each sound is
perceived subjectively. I therefore
recommend that you take your

Also interesting are the sets of drum
microphones presented by ElectroVoice in an attractive case – there are
three different assortments.

NACHGEFRAGT
Franz-Josef Menke, Electro-Voice Sales Manager
“The PL series has taken very few months to establish itself in the pro live segment. It is notable
for its diversity and the outstanding characteristics of which the test gives such an impressive
account. The PL-80 and PL-84 are proving particularly popular. Among the instrument microphones, the PL-37 is a gem and is regarded as an all-rounder for instruments. Electro-Voice has
proved with the PL series that professional quality is affordable.“
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time and try out a selection of the
vocal microphones – ideally in the
rehearsal room. My personal tip:
test the PL-80c and PL-84 in a direct head-to-head comparison.
The cases Electro-Voice is offering
containing assortments of microphones for the miking of drum sets
■
are also worthy of mention.

